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As mentioned in previous issues we are making a contribution to

the anniversary of Victoria's settlement by holding commemorative

meetings as well as promoting the Tolpuddle Martyrs' broadsheet.

This is due mainly to our ch^man, John Arrowsmith.

On Sunday, 20th May, we will meet at the Pioneer Women's

Memorial in the Victoria Gardens, that is, the gardens between

the Art Centre and the Botanic gardens. We will meet at 2.30pffl

at the Grotto where a leading woman activist and public figure

will discuss the contribution women have made to Victoria's

industrial history.

Although we have been in contact, the proposed speaker has not as

yet been able to confirm the booking. Please note place, date

and time. Rest assured the meeting will be held there.

Calling All Old-Timers

Would any old-timer with memories of the Australian Wobblies

who would be prepared to talk about them, please contact

Verity Burgmann before 1st July at 52 Meredith Street, Slwood,

3184., phone Melbourne 531 8550 (reverse charges).

"Tocsin" and "Labor Call" Buildings Classified

The National Trust has classified two city buildings in which

Labor's first newspaper "Tocsin" and "Labor Call" were published

about the turn of the century.

Numbers 19-23 and 22-26 Patrick Street are among a small group
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of buildings in and near Little Lonsdale Street which have been added

to the register because of their social, as well as architectural
importance.

The hardy hikers in the' walk around Melbourne to jrBpect the sites

associated with the Labour Movement will feel their exertions have

been recognised, in particular Peter Love who led the hike. His

voice probably was heard by the National Trust authorities.

Tolpuddle Souvenir Broadsheet

The Tolpuddle souvenir publication continues to create interest.

The Labor Party agreed to .include a copy, in a 700 mail-out to

Branches and financial members with an accompanying letter inviting

invitations for speakers to address meetings. Also the Teachers'

Union drew attention to the availability of the. broadsheet in its

Journal.

A number of teachers and university people have written for copies

for libraries. At the Maequarie University an enthnsiastic reader

acquired 150 copies from us and sold them on the campus.

We have printed 67,000 copies and have only 5,000 copies left for
future orders.

The Hummer

The January-February issue of the Hummer, publication of the Sydney

Branch of the ASSLH makes interesting reading. It features an

historical article "The Pastoral I'/orkers Industrial Union" by

Norman Jeffrey. He was a leading figure in this union and^its

protected struggle against wage cuts in 1930, The Sydney Branch is
indeed active. Anyone interested in joining the vBranch should

write to the address C/- 5 Wellesly Street, Summer Hill, 2130.,NS¥.

The subscription is $5 ($3 for students, unemployed and pensioners).

Two Labor Pioneers Commemorated

Two short services were held at the. Melbourne General Cemetery on

Sunday, March /ith to commemorate two men whose lives were devoted
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to improving the lot of working people.

One was William Emmett Murphy, first secretary of the Melbourne

Trades Hall Council.

Mr.Ken Stone, Secretary of the Kictorian Trades Hall Council,

described W.E. Murphy as a Colossus; a man who in a lifetime of

80 years was foremost in any movement to Improve the working
conditions of the people of Melbourne, Mr. Stone unveiled a

plaque on W.E. Murphy's grave. It reads :

William Emmett Murphy •
Born in Dublin 12-5-18^1 -t-v : ■
Died at Daylesford 26-2-1921
First Secretary of the Trades
Hall Council
Founding member of the Cabinet
Maker's Association

Erected by the Tolpuddle Martyrs'
Anniversary Committee 4.-3-1984..

Mr.Jim Simmonds, Minister for Employment and Training, spoke at the

grave of Charles Jardine Don, first workers' representative elected

to the Victorian Parliament.

Mr Simmonds quoted from William.Murphy«s book "The History of the
Eight Hour Movement" extracts from one of Don's speeches.

Charles Don asked the question "How is the problem of the greatest,
amount of happiness for the greatest number to be effected". "I

will tell you. By regulating the number of hours a day a man should

work in a day sufficient to feed, clothe and educate the population
and with a due regard to the advantages in which we should share

by the introduction of labour-saving machines. We should also

prevent the pernicious tendency to over-production which has too

often proved disastrous to many of the great manufacturing centres
of the world."

"Look upon the toiling millions of the world who. lay the foundation

of all physical, intellectual and moral prosperity. What scheme

should be left untried to raise up the industrial masses of this

and every other country. And what scheme stands so great a chance

of success as the Eight Hour Movement ?".
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A Program of Labor Studies

A very inteissting series of seminars on topics of Labour History
is to be held at the Melbourne University. They will be held

on successive Thursdays between 5.30pm and 7.30pm starting on

Thursday, April 19th. A cordial invitation has been extended to
members of the Labour History Society to attend.

This is the program

Thursday April 19 J .

Topic : The 40-hour week movement in Australia, 1930-48,
Discussion leader Dr. Alan Beaver
Department of Economic history.

Thursday, April 26 :

Topic : Labour and the South African Gold Mining Industry 1886-191
Discussion leader Dr. Peter Richardson
Department of Economic History.

Thursday, May 3rd : . ,

Topic : The writing of Labour History in Australia: from -
Coughlan to Connell and Irving . ̂

Leader Dr. Stuart Mclntyre
Department of History. |

Thursday, May 10th :

Topic : Subordination, Resistance and Technological Change
- Theories and Approaches
Leader Ms. Jenny Lee - Department of History.

The Seminars will be held in the West Seminar Room A, Economics

and Commerce Building and are free. ^

If readers want further information they should phone Gerry Griffin

on 341-5306.

Indexing the Argus - A Call for Volunteers

One of the history projects planned to mark Victoria's 150th
anniversary is the compiling of an index to the Argus for the years
1859 to 1909. Indexes already exist for the years 1846 to 1858 and

for 1910 to 1949. All those interested .in historical work will

appreciate the value of filling this gap in the. index. The History
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and Heritage Committee of the 150th organisation is now calling
for volunteers to help with the project.

If you give a day and a half to the project, you will be able to
read and'record the contents of one week of 1he newspaper. ¥e

don't want to work in smaller units than a week : we'll be

delighted '' of course if you can give more time and read several
weeks.

Please note that you will not have to decide under what headings

to enter material: that will be done later by a professional

indexer. The task at this first stage is to record on cards a very

brief summary description of the contents of each item or article

in the paper.

lou can read the paper at the La Trobe Library, the Australian

section of the State Library in the city,. where original copies,

not microfilm, will be made available, . Or you can read the paper

on microfilm at any one of the University Libraries, Melbourne,

Monash or La Trobe. At each of these locations, you can collect

the cards on which you are to record.the information and return

them when you have finished.

If you are willing to help please phone or write to Mr David Packer,
History school. University of jMelbourne, Parkville 3052, phone

34.1 5959. If no answer leave a message with the History Office,

34.5 1844. We will send you a booklet of Instructions and allocate

you a week (or more) of the paper.
Marian Aveling, John Hirst,
Chairperson, History and Heritage Co-ordinator,
Committee, Victoria 150th. Argus project.

Display of Trade Union Memorabilia
at the State Library of Victoria

The Victorian branch of the Labour History Society held its annual

Labour Day function at a most appropriate site. It was held in the

Irving Benson Hall at the State Library. A current exhibition of
banners, badges, photographs, statuary and manuscripts of the

Trade Union Movement is being displayed.
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Our Chairperson, John Arrowsmith, on Labour Day spoke of the

new problems created by automation, technology and the various

nationalities in our workforce for the Trade Union movement..

The Bxhibitlon - "Trade Union Banners and Labour Celebration"

Andrew Reeves of the University of Melbourne Archives Department

and Jennifer Feeney of the State Library are the. curators of the

exhibition.

John La.hey in the Age says of it"

"Wouldn^t it be wonderful if this exhibition could become permanent-

growing in size-year by year and becoming the place for a major

speech or activity every Moomba Day? Tte time is probably ripe

for it. Whatever our political leanings we are now a long way

removed from these historic and dignified men'in Sunday suit;fe.

They deserve to be widely honored at least once a year."

Well, I guess our Society would certainly be a party to such a

project. There are a number of quotations about the exhibition that

are worth noting. Firstly, Professor Blainey in a foieward to the

brochure for the memorabilia display writes :

"When stonemasons and other building workers in Melbourne won the

eight hour day in 1856 they must have felt like the first to climb

a mountain. In dozens of cities in Europe and North America and

Asia, the typical employee was working a day of 12,1ii or even more

hours. And here, suddenly, on the far side of the world, a small

group of workers acquired a degree of leisure which even^the better

groups of tradesmen in Birmingham and Boston did not dream of

gaining in their life tine.

The spread of the eight-hour day helped to make Melbourne a famous

city in the spectator sports. The huge, crowds which attended race

meetings.and football and cricket matches late in the. last.century

were able to gather only because it was, for a large and increasing

number of people, a city of leisure. So much in this city was

affected by those labour pioneers."

Then there was Bourke Street on Saturday night, famous throughout

the six colonies for its sparkling and vigorous social activity.

It was indeed Marvellous Melbourne.
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To return to the exhibition for which Jennifer Feeney and

Andrew Reeves deserve great credit. The processions for which

these banners were devised were an important feature of town

life a hundred years ago. With the music, of the brass bands,

the parades were a ritual in which participated both the marches

and the huge crowds of spectators.

The bowler hatted, moustached middle-aged men in their dark suits

were capable of dreaming. They looked back to a golden age. Tlis

was shown.on one side of the banners which featured nubile female

figures; symbols of the Golden age that was gone. This dream of
Utopia was of course the aspect of the Labour Movement that

William Lane tried to realise in Paraquay,

No surviving Labour Banner shows women as members of the workforce,

Jennifer Feeney, of the State Library of Victoria, says that this

omission was probably conscious. Probably in the golden age for

male workers women would assume their traditional home-making roles.

Yet in the decade prior to 1918 women represented a third of

Victoria's manufacturing workforce.

The Exhibition will run to the 13th May, 1984.

With the aid of a catalogue, you can do a short course in Labour

history. A last word on the catalogue. It has been meticulously

compiled and produced. It is an indespensable aid to the exhibition.

Yet I could not find any indication of the printer. Surely the

craftesmen who produce a fine typographical job should gqt a mention.
^  it it ^

First Printing Union Secretary in Australia.

Peter Tyler was convicted at the Old Bailey, London on September

13, 1820, for burglary and sentenced for life imprisonment. His

age was 19. He was transported to Australia on board the Grenada

in 1821. His trade was given as that of a printer. He was

assigned to Edward S.Hall who owned The Monitor, first published

in Sydney in 1826. Hall was no Mend of Governor Darling who

revoked the assignment and had Tyler forcibly removed from the
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Monitor premises while Hell was at ehureh. Sir George Murray,
minister in the English government responsible for the colonies,
oritlolsed Darling for this action and when Hall took the matter
to the Supreme Court, the verdict was, given in favour of ..al
retaining Tyler's services. -5 -p lo-,.
The Australian Society of Oompoators was formed in 1835 and y
was the first secretary. The rules and regulations of the

m  -u'/vai Qof'T ptv are in possession of the PrintingAustralian Typographieal Society are .in ^ n -

and Kindred Dnion, Victorian Branch. They were printed in
and Tyler is listed there also as treasurer and a nemoer of the
Monitor Chapel. .

In January, 1836, the compositors celebrated their first anniversary
at the Golden Anchor Inn, which then stood at the corner of Bridge
and George Streets, Sydney. John MacDonald who wrote about Tyler
in the Bulletin of the Australian Society for the Study of Labour
History, No.3, 1962, stated that-this place should be of historic
interest to trade unions in Australia. ^
Peter Tyler acted as the correspondent for the new union an in a
report to the English companionship in 1840 he-protested at the
false picture that the employers and the "Australian" newspaper
was riving to potential migrants to Australia. This contact wi
the English Dnion gave the new union in Austalla an international
basis right from the start. r «
Peter Tyler's life ended in tragedy. The "Australian of July 8,
1842, reported that he committed suicide by hanging from a tree
in the vicinity of the new Government House in Sydney, the paper
reported that apparently the deceased had got into personal
difficulties which preyed upon his mind.

Richard Curlewis

Sources: u. ^ q iqAo

.-...tralian Socj-ty ^-he Study of Labour History, "62 .
Letter from the Archivist in National Library.Canberra, 1984.
mistrallan Newspaper July 14, 1840: July 8, 1842.
Australian Society of Compositors, Pules A Regulations-. Sydney,,8o9,

*****
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A Revised Edition of "Penal Colony to Penal Powers"

by Jack Hutson,

Jack Hutson's re-writing of his analysis of Australia's compulsory

Arbitration system has produced a book that in several ways is

unique. It is the only study made from a Trade Union viewpoint

and the only study of Arbitration commissioned by a Trade Union.

This is surprising in view of the importance of the wage fixation

system to the Australian workforce.

The study was commissioned by the national.officers of the

Amalgamated Metals, Foundry and Shipwright's Union and is dedicated

to the unions members.

First published in 1966 the book passed through four editions before

this substantial re-writing. It .now consists of four parts - the-

historical backgroundj,the seven systems for fixing wages and

conditions; x^age fixation and the Commonwealth penal powers and

other repressive industrial legislation.

In the revision there are important.changes that are of particular

interest. One is a survey of wage indexation. Another is a

comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of industrial

arbitration and collective bargaining. Yet another is a detailed

history of how the penal powers were made inoperative by the trade

unions in 1969.

So the book is not only a study of the industrial arbitration system

of Australia, it is a history of Australia from the viewpoint of the

people who constitute the workforce. This gives the historical

background of his book a firm basis and coherence.

Jack Hutson remarks on the lack of study and comment by the Trade

Union movement on a system that plays such a major role in

industrial life. He has provided material to help to remedy this lac:

The book is essential reading for anyone interested in Trade Unionism

and the Labour movement.

********
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Book Review : by Valerie Tattam

Postal Union & Politics a History of the Aaalgaisated Postal
Workers' Union of Australia - by Frank Waters

Frank Water's participation in the development of the Australian
Postal Workers' Union in Queensland and nationally has been
considerable. In 1926, at the age of nineteen he became an
executive of the newly formed APM. Until 1932 he was a member
of the Executive of the Brisbane Trades & Labour Council and a
delegate to the ACTU. In that year he left the industrial movement
to tike a parliamentary seat as the Labor member for Kelvin Grove.
In 194.2 the author joined the Australian army. He was discharged
in 194.6; in the same year he was elected Queensland branch
secretary of the APWU and served in that position until 1972. He
also held the position of Federal President for 12 years. His
career involved him in all sections of the Trade Union movement.
Thus his vast experiejice of,and participation in, the struggles of
the APWU has enabled him to produce a valuable historical account
of that Union.

From its inception in the 1920's up until the 1950'3 the APWU
was involved in campaigns around affiliation with State ALP branches;
the 4.0 - hour week; recreation leave and superannuation provisions.
These struggles are dealt with in considerable detail by the author.
It was during this period that the Industral groups emerged to
intensify the political struggles of the Trade Union raowient. The
author reveals that the APWU "had become suspicious of the Groupers
and the people behind them as far back as 1948" (p.91)
Chapter 12 titled "Industrial Groups in the Union" highlights the
relevance to present day events, that is,.the affiliation moves of
extreme right-wing unions to the ALP, and the strategies used in
recent elections Of another well known union to wrest control from
the present leadership. For example, in 1965, during an APWU
election, a circular was issued to union members warning them to
"beware of tickets issued carrying photographs of Arthur Calwell

•  and Gough Whitlam." The circular informed the members that the
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Groupers "had no authority from parliamentary leaders to use

the photographs. They were further warned "to be aware of the

NO - Santainaria door knockers," (p. 152)

Equal Pay for Equal Work

The struggles for equal pay which are mentioned in Chapters on'

"Automation" and 'The Mages of Workers" have had a long history

in the Post'.Qffice.

(..The first victory for equal pay for women in the post cffice
took place in SSW in 1895. In order to ensure that equal pay

would flow on to workers in Victoria, the Victorian Women's Post

& Telegraph Association was formed in 1900. The Vice-president

and spokesperson for the Association was a female operator named

Louisa Dunkley. The Association was affiliated to the Commonwealth

Post 6 Telegraph Officers' Assocation. Mostly through pressure

from Louisa Dunkley, the Commonwealth Association succeeded in

having the principle of equal pay for postmistresses and women

telegraphists embodied in the first Commonwealth Public Service

Act of 1902. The irony of the victory for equal pay was that

after Federation fewer females were given permanent employment,,)

In 1965 the introduction of automation into the Post Office in

the form of 'coding machines' forced the APWU to look again at the

princii3e of equal pay. Given the early struggles of women towards

the notion of equality, post office workers have made a significant

contribution to the ongoing struggle for equal pay.

"Postal Unions & Politics" is a valuable addition to the history

of the Trade Union movement in Australia and will provide an

excellent resource for students and teachers of Australian Labour

history,

^ Worth Her Salt, ed. by M.Bevege, M.James & C.Shiite "Women in

the Victorian Post Office",
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Address by the Hon. J.H. Kennan, M.L.G.

Public meeting, Friday 24 February 1984 - At the Trades Hall

Council, Arranged by the Tolpuddle Commemorative Committee.

The Evolution of Industrial Law - Is it Adequate Today,

I have been asked to give a speech on the topic "The evolution of

Industrial Law in Australia - is it Adequate today". I should

say at the outset that I am not speaking in my capacity as the

Attorney-General of Victoria insofar as the area of industrial

law is not within my portfolio. I put a number of qualifications

however, forward in defence of requesting you to listen to my

remarks on the topic tonight.

First I practiced for some years as a Barrister before entering

politics in June 1982, and specialised in the area of industrial

law especially in the federal jurisdiction. Secondly, after

entering parliament I was appointed to the industrial relations

task force of the Victorian government and I have remained on

that task force. Thirdly, I am a member of the Constitutional

convention's sub-Committee examining the state of the Commonwealth

industrial law power.tliThere is a great tradition of lawyers who

see themselves as part of the Labour Movement as I do, to have

an interest in the topic of industrial law.

Having made may apology and made my defence, may I say that I am

very grateful to the Committee for inviting me to.address this

meeting on the 150th anniversay of the arrest of the Tolpuddle

Martyrs.

Early History in the United Kingdom

The issues raised in the United Kingdom in the late 18th centry

and the early 19th century about the right of workers to organise

themselves into trade unions and to resist the advances of the

industrial revolution are worth noting in the context of

development of Australian industrial law in the 20th century.
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Britain was a pioneer in the development of modern industry and
the development of unions in Britain goes back to the late 18th
cent'ury when artisans threatened by the establishment of
mechanised factories formed local clubs for their common defence.

Their efforts were met with government hostility based on the

common law concept'that unions were "in restraint of trade".
Lord Byronn- His Maiden Speech

Lord Byron the noted poet and bon vivant made his maiden speech
in the house of Lords on 27 February 1812. It was against the

Bill making frame making a capital offence. Byron was concerned
about the fact that the introduction of frames depreived men of

work. In a letter two days before his maiden speech he said that

"the maintenance and well-being of the industrious poor is an ^

object of greater consei^uence of the community than the enrichment
of a fex'/ monopolists by any Improvenrents in the implements of trade
v/hich denrives the workman of his bread and renders the labourer
unworthy of his hire - my own motive for opposing the Bill is
founded on it's pd^able injustice".

Aknost two hundred years later we are very much concerned with
similar arguments although this time instead of certain types of
frame we are concerned with computers and robots.

Trade Union Act of 1871

The Tolpuddle Martyrs however concerned with an even more fundamental
right and that was the right to organise themselves into a union.
It was not until 1871 that legislation was passed in Britain that
exempted trade unions from prosecution because of restraint of
trade. The trade union let of 1871 effectively legalised trade

unions and unions of agricultural workers, seamen, gas workers,

general municipal workers and dock workers were organised.

First Session of Constitutional Convention

In Australia there v/ere debates in the 189Q's about the provisions

which were thought necessary to be included in the Australian
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Constitution in relation to. industrial law. The first session

of the Constitutione.l convention met in March 1891 a few months

after the great maritime strike in 1890. The stdke had lasted

twelve weeks and involved shearers, miners and transport workers.

It was proposed to the Constitutional Convention that the

Commonwealth parliament should have, power throughout the comm.onwealtl

to establish courts of conciliation and arbitration for the

settlement of industrial disputes but despite the evidence in the

great maritime strike of 1890, that industrial disputes did not

stop o.r stay at state borders, the proposal was seen as an

unwarranted interference with the proper function of the statbs

and was. rejected by twenty-five votes to twelve.

Unfortunately the number of strikes over.the next few years failed-

to change the delegates' minds. At the next session of the

convention held in March 1897 no change was made.

Basis for Gommonv/ealth Legislative Power

The third and final session of the Constitutional Convention held

in January 1898, the second president of the Federalchnciliation

& Arbitration commission, Henry Bournes Higgins, successfully

moved thaththe Commonwealth have power to legislate with respect

to "conciliation and arbitration for the pierention and settlement

of industrial disputes extending beyond the limit of any.one

stat^". This proposition was narrovjer than his original proposal

•ftat the commonwealth have power to make laws in respect of

"industrial disputes extending beyond any one state" which would

have permitted direct legislation rather than simply the

establishment of conciliation and arbitration mechanisms. However

the proposition x-zas adopted by a majority of twenty-two votes to

nineteen and the basis for the commonwealth legislative power

now contained in section 51 (35) of the Constitution was thereby
established. (To be continued...)

Lloyd Edmonds,
Phone.337 7554- 93 Roberts Street,

BSSEHDOx^. 3040


